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1> Which of the following is not an AC/DC song? 
 

2> Malcolm Young of AC/DC plays what instrument? 
 

3> What was the first album AC/DC released after Bon Scott's death? 
 

4> What kind of costume does Angus Young wear while performing? 

 
5> Which of the following is an AC/DC song - Giving the Dog a Bone, God of 

Thunder or Love Gun? 
 

6> In The movie "School of Rock", what AC/DC song is played during the ending 
credits? 

 
7> Who was the original singer for AC/DC? 

 
8> How did AC/DC come up with their name? 

 
9> Where are AC/DC from? 

 
10> What type of guitar does Angus Young usually play? 

 
11> Which out of the following songs can be found on the Back in Black album - 

Stiff upper lip, Live wire or Have a drink on me? 
 

12> Which out of the following is not the title of an AC/DC album - It's a long way 
to the top, If you want blood or Flick of the switch? 

 
 

 
Answers:  

 
1> Sweet Thing - Sweet Thing was recorded and released by the Canadian band 

Goddo.  
2> Guitar - Malcolm plays rhythm guitar.  

3> Back in Black - Every album listed except Back in Black was released while 
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Bon Scott was a member.  

4> School boy uniform - Angus got the school boy uniform idea from his sister.  

5> Giving the Dog a Bone. - All other songs listed are titles released by Kiss.  
6> It's a long way to the top  - School of Rock went to number one in the U.S. in 

October 2003.  
7> Dave Evans - Dave and Malcolm were ex-Velvet Underground members.  

8> Sewing machine label - Angus and Malcolm's sister Margaret, saw the sign on 
a sewing machine.  

9> Australia - AC/DC formed in November 1973.  
10> Gibson SG - Angus seldom plays anything other than his Gibson.  

11> Have a drink on me. - The Back in Black LP was released in 1980.  
12> It's a long way to the top - It's a long way to the top is a song found on the 

High Voltage LP. 
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